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Abstract: 

One of the constraints of wireless sensor nodes is their inherent restricted energy resource. Besides maximizing the lifespan of 

the sensing element node, it is preferable to distribute the energy dissipated throughout the wireless  sensing element network so 

as to reduce maintenance and maximize overall system performance. Any communication protocol that involves synchronizat ion 

of peer nodes incurs some overhead for setting up the communication. We propose a routing formula called CCM (Chain-Cluster 

primarily based Mixed routing), which makes full use of the advantages of LEACH and PEGASIS, and provide improved 

performance. The chain based is a one approach from the hierarchical routing protocol that reduces the energy consumption in 

WSN. It divides a WSN into a chain and performs it in two stages. Also, the paper discusses the characteristics of chain base 

routing protocol and performance metrics that are used in WSN.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

The flexibility, organization, inexpensive and fast development 

of wireless sensor networks (WSN) area until ideal 

characteristics to many new and exciting present application 

areas like information gathering, military, atmosphere 

observance, intelligent management, traffic management, 

medical treatment, manufacture business, antiterrorism then on 

(reference,2006).  Wireless sensor networks (WSN), typically  

known as wireless device and mechanism networks are 

spatially distributed autonomous sensors to observe physical or 

environmental conditions, like temperature, sound, pressure 

etc. and to cooperatively pass their in formation through the 

network to a main location. The additional trendy networks are 

bi-directional, additionally sanctionative management of 

device activity. The event of wireless device networks was 

actuated by military applications like piece of ground 

surveillance; these days such networks are employed in several 

industrial and shopper applications like process observation 

and management, machine health observation, and so on.  The 

topology of the WSNs will vary from easy star network to a 

complicated mult i-hop wireless mesh network. The 

propagation technique between the hops of the network is 

routing or flooding. At present, agent based modeling and 

simulation is that the solely paradigm that permits the 

simulation of complicated behavior within the environments of 

wireless sensors (such as flocking). Agent based simulation of 

wireless sensing elements and unintended networks could be a 

comparatively new paradigm. Agent based modeling was 

originally supported social simulation. Network simulation like 

OPNET, NetSim and NS2 is accustomed simulate a wireless 

sensing element network. 

 

II. LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

WSNs are going to be the essential infrastructure for intelligent 

present services by sensing and grouping the data of assorted 

scattered objects. Therefore, recent years have witnessed the 

fast development of WSNs. For any class of networks, routing 

is usually at the middle. Distinguishing from alternative 

wireless networks, e.g., ad hoc networks, most analysis efforts 

on WSNs routing algorithms pay a lot of attention to saving 

energy as a result of normally it’s impossible to  exchange or 

recharge batteries of detector nodes. The main components of 

WSN are the sensor nodes that have several limitations in its 

characteristics like power resources, machine cghapability, 

bandwidth and memory (reference, 2009). These nodes have 

the aptitude to speak one another and with one or additional 

super nodes referred to as the base station (BS). The sensing 

element is accommodates a radio module accustomed send 

data via a wireless medium, a small controller for processing 

and power provider for offer the mandatory energy for all 

elements within the little device. WSNs nodes also have a 

number of levels of intelligence algorithms to gather data and 

send it to the Bachelor of science (reference, 2011). According 

to existing results, the operation states of a detector node are 

often categorized as transmittal, receiv ing, idle and sleep. A 

detector node is transmittal state consumes the foremost energy 

whereas in receiving or idle states consumes a trifle less 

energy. By comparison, the sleep state uses the smallest 

amount energy. Moreover, the energy consumption for 

informat ion transmission is directly proportional to the sq. of a 

wireless transmission distance. So, existing routing algorithms 

for WSNs are usually based on multiple -hop approach. 

Multiple-hop routing causes the unbalanced energy 

consumption problem, which suggests  that some sensing 

element nodes during WSNs spend their energy before others 

as a result of they need to forward informat ion for the later, 

particularly during a giant sensing space. The important 

challenge issues is Routing that directly affected the 

performance of WSN. The main goal to develop Routing 

protocol is to make efficient algorithms to reduce the energy 

consumption and to increase the lifetime of every individual 

sensor nodes. Other several factors that affects the 

performance of WSN are Scalability, energy consumption, 

mobility, bandwidth, data aggregation, etc. (reference, 2014). 

To alleviate the imbalance of energy consumption, reference,. 

(2000) projected a routing protocol LEACH that divides a 

sensing element network into a collection of clusters. Each  
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cluster votes a node because the head at the start of every 

voting spherical, and member nodes during a cluster send 

informat ion to the cluster head that fuses then forwards them to 

the sink in one hop. The LEACH ru le will somewhat balance 

and scale back energy consumption however induces a big 

energy overhead within the head option throughout every 

spherical. In o rder to cut back such energy overhead, the 

PEGASIS (reference 2002) rule pro jected a set chain topology 

to avoid the periodic head option. Its long chain topology, 

however, will increase the delay of knowledge transmission. In 

summary, each LEACH and PEGASIS can’t direct ly be 

applied to large scale WSN primarily based application. The 

objective of this paper is ready to handle the routing problem 

for large scale WSNs, targeting the information gathering 

applications like grouping the quantity of water, electricity and 

gas usages during a building. Ancient technique for gathering 

such information is totally manual. Hierarch ical routing 

protocol consist of cluster based, chain based protocol 

(reference, 2010). More than one node is selected as CH in  

Chain based routing protocol.  For instance, a staff of a gas 

services records the gas meters space by space. It is terribly  

long and inconvenient. Contributions of this paper are 

represented as follows 

 

(1) We have tendency to propose an answer to assemble 

the utility of water, electricity and gas in a very remote means 

through WSNs. In our scheme, each water, electricity or 

gasometer is supplied with a sensing element. Whenever an 

employee with a recorder seems before of a building, sensors 

are woken up and transfer information (the utility information) 

successively to the recorder, supported our projected CCM 

routing formula. In such a WSN sensing element nodes within 

the same floor of a building organize as a sequence structure, 

wherever every chain has constant topology because of 

constant floor structure. (2) we have tendency to style a chain 

cluster based routing algorithm CCM, which organizes the 

sensing element nodes as a collection of horizontal chains and 

a vertical cluster with solely CH. Data transmission in CCM 

proceed in 2 stages: chain routing then cluster routing. It’s the 

benefits over each chain primarily based routing and cluster 

based routing in terms of energy consumption, transmission 

delay and specially the energy*delay metrics.  In this paper, we 

have shown the formation of cluster to increase the energy 

utilizat ion. Then, we select a CH to optimize energy. And at 

last we show routing protocol to transfer data from several 

nodes to BS. 

 

1 System architecture and design issues  

Depending on the application, completely different 

architecture and design constraints are considered for the 

sensor networks. Since the performance of a routing protocol is 

completely associated with the architectural model, in this 

section we try to capture architectural problems and highlight 

their implications. 

 
1.1 Network dynamics 

There are 3 main parts in a very sensing element network. 

These are the sensing element nodes, sink and monitored 

events. Except for the only a few setups  that utilize mobile 

sensors [11], most of the network arch itectures assume that 

sensing element nodes are stationary. On the opposite hand, 

supporting the quality of sinks or cluster-heads (gateways) is 

typically deemed necessary [12]. Routing messages from or to 

moving nodes is tougher since route stability becomes a vital 

optimization issue, in addition to energy, informat ion measure 

etc. The sensed event may be either dynamic or static 

reckoning on the application [13]. As an example, in a very 

target detection/tracking application, the event (phenomenon) 

is dynamic whereas forest watching for early fire interference 

is Associate in nursing example of static events. Monitoring 

static events permits the network to work in a very reactive 

mode, merely generating traffic when reportage. Dynamic 

events in most applications require periodic reportage and 

consequently generate important traffic to be routed to the 

sink. 

 
1.2 Node Development 

Another thought is that the topological deployment of nodes. 

This can be application dependent and affects the performance 

of the routing protocol. The preparation is either settled or self -

organizing. In settled things, the sensors are manually placed  

and knowledge is routed through pre-determined methods. But 

in self organizing systems, the device nodes are scattered 

randomly making an infrastructure in a commercial hoc 

manner. Therein infrastructure, the position of the sink or the 

cluster-head is additionally crucial in terms of energy potency 

and performance. When the distribution of nodes isn't uniform, 

optimal clustering becomes a pressing issue to alter energy 

efficient network operation. 

 
1.3 Energy Consumption 

During the creation of an infrastructure, the process of fixing 

the routes is greatly influenced by energy concerns. Since the 

transmission power of a wireless radio is proportional to 

distance square or maybe higher order within the presence of 

obstacles, mult i-hop routing can consume less energy than 

direct communicat ion. However, multi-hop routing introduces 

important overhead for topology management and medium 

access management. Direct routing would perform well 

enough if all the nodes were terrib ly near the sink. Most of the 

time sensors ar scattered at random over a part of interest and 

multi-hop routing becomes inevitable.  

 
1.4 Data delivery model 

Processing Re-write Suggestions Done (Unique Article) 

Depending on the appliance of the device network, the 

informat ion delivery model to the sink may be continuous, 

event-driven, query-driven and hybrid. Within the continuous 

delivery model, every device sends informat ion periodically. 

In event-driven and query driven models, the transmission of 

informat ion is triggered when a happening happens or a query 

is generated by the sink. Some networks apply a hybrid model 

using a combination of continuous, event-driven and query-

driven informat ion delivery. The routing protocol is highly 

influenced by the information delivery model, part icularly with 

respect to the step-down of energy consumption and route 

stability. For instance, it's been ended in [17] that for a habitat 

watching application wherever informat ion is continuously 

transmitted to the sink, a hierarchic routing protocol is that the 

best different. This is because of the actual fact that such 

associate degree application generates important redundant 

informat ion which  will be aggregated on route to the sink, 

therefore reducing traffic and saving energy. 

 
1.5 Data aggregation 

Since device nodes would possibly generate vital redundant 

data, similar packets from multiple nodes may be aggregated 

so the amount of transmissions would be reduced. data 

aggregation is the combination of data from totally different 

sources by mistreatment functions like suppression 

(eliminating duplicates), min, soap and average. Some of 

These functions may be performed either partly or totally  in  
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every device node, by permitting device nodes to conduct in -

network data reduction. Recognizing that computation would 

be less energy overwhelming than communicat ion, substantial 

energy savings may be obtained through data aggregation. This 

system has been used to accomplish energy potency and traffic 

optimization in a range of routing protocols. In some network 

architectures, all aggregation functions area unit allotted to a 

lot of powerful and specialized nodes. Knowledge aggregation 

is also possible through signal process techniques. In that case, 

it's referred as knowledge fusion where a node is capable of 

manufacturing a a lot of accurate signal by reducing the noise 

and mistreatment some techniques like beam forming to mix 

the signals. 

Example: 

 
Figure.1. Data aggregation 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

There have been many research endeavors on WSNs since 

2000 (Reference, 2004). In this segment, we will audit related 

directing conventions, with an attention on the various levelled 

based directing in WSNs. Existing exp loration comes about on 

WSNs are for the most part based on a level design, where 

haphazardly disseminated sensor hubs constitute a self-sorting 

out system with a sink interfacing to outside wired or wireless 

systems. Each of these scattered sensor hubs has the ability to 

gather information and course information back to the sink. 

For sparing vitality, every hub can just transmit to and get from 

its neighbour hubs by modify ing its radio power. The detected 

informat ion is sent back to the sink jump by jump, utilizing 

different directing conventions (Reference, 2003). Distinctive 

steering conventions have diverse plan contemplations; be that 

as it may, vitality sparing is dependably the normal and the 

most vital objective. From the viewpoint of self-sorted out 

arrange engineering, many directing conventions can be 

classified as level based steering and various levelled based 

directing (reference, 2004). In the level based steering, all hubs 

are commonly doled out an equivalent part. Flooding is an 

established convention to transfer informat ion in WSNs yet 

with a few genuine insufficiencies, for example, implosion, 

overlapping and asset blindness (reference, 1999). In flooding, 

every hub accepting a informat ion or administration bundle 

communicates the parcel to all of its neighbour, unless a most 

extreme number of jumps for the bundle is come to or the goal 

of the parcel is quite recently the hub itself. Tattling, an 

inference of flooding, sends information to just a single 

neighbour which is haphazardly chosen to maintain a strategic 

distance from the implosion issue, yet message proliferation in  

Gossiping takes longer time (reference,2002). As a group of 

the versatile conventions, SPIN (Sensor Protocols for 

Information by means of Negotiation) addresses the 

inadequacies of traditional flooding by considering asset 

adjustment and information arrangement among hubs. In 

SPIN, at whatever point a bundle is accessible, a hub just 

communicates a portrayal rather than the parcel itself what's 

more, sends it just to the sensor hubs that express intrigue 

(reference, 2002). The essential thought of this convention is to 

join the informat ion originating from various sources (in-

system accumulation) together to limit the transmission stacks 

by dispensing with repetition. Talk steering (reference, 2002) 

is a variety of the coordinated dispersion. It just courses the 

inquiry messages to the hubs included in a predefined occasion 

instead of the whole system. LEACH (reference, 2000), TEEN 

(limit touchy vitality productive sensor organize convention) 

(reference, 2001) and PEGASIS (reference, 2002) are the 

agents of such various levelled - based directing conventions. 

To ext ra imperativeness and upgrade the controlling capability 

and flexibility, various different levelled based coordinating 

estimations have been proposed. In such coordinating 

estimations, unmistakable sensor centers expect different parts. 

Generally speaking, the Centre points with higher battery 

imperativeness can be used to add up to and exchange data 

while others are recently used to recognize targets. Dynamic 

controlling gives a capable way to deal with draw out the 

framework lifetime by passing on imperativeness usage even-

handedly, as well as performing data amassing to decrease the 

transmitted data volume. In view of a 2-level various levelled 

steering, the LEACH convention that is intended to lessen 

worldwide vitality scattering and to disperse vitality utilizat ion 

uniformly over all hubs. In LEACH, a WSN is transmitted into 

cluster with the end goal that each group has a cluster head and 

a few member hubs. The heads get information from the part 

hubs in their group, total the information, and forward them to 

the sink.  

 

IV. REFERENCE NETWORK MODEL 

 

With the nodes being deployed, some assumptions were made 

concerning the node features and these are as follows: 

 

 All nodes are homogeneous in nature. 

 All nodes start with the same in itial energy. 

 The base station is situated at the centre of the area 

space. 

 Sensor and base station are static. 

 Normal nodes transmit direct ly to the respective 

cluster heads within a part icular cluster.  

 Cluster head use mult i hoping routing to relay data to 

the data sink.       

 

Figure 1 represents the design model of such a WSN inside a 

50m × 50m range. The system comprises of 100 sensor hubs 

and is isolated to 10 strips, each with 10 hubs dispersed in a 5-

meter separated. The sink is at the point (60, 25) i.e ., it is 10m 

far from the nearest sensor hub. The power of every sensor hub 

can be balanced with the goal that it can impart just with the 

direct neighbouring hubs. For the straightforwardness of 

vitality investigation, we embrace a first request radio model 

utilized as a part of LEACH  Vitality utilizations in hardware 

for running the transmitter on the other hand recipient and in 

radio enhancer for remote correspondence are Ecircuitry = 50 

nJ/bit and Eamplifier = 100 pJ/bit/m2, separately. The estimat ion 

of Eamplifier is specifically corresponding to the square of 

transmission separation. Along these lines, we have the taking 

after equation, where k is the extent of transmitted bundles, 

what's more, d is the separation between a transmitter and a 

recipient. 
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Figure.2. A sensor network with 10 strips (chains), each with 

10      sensor nodes 

 

The vitality for transmitting a parcel is: 
Etransmit (k,d) = Ecircuitry ×k + Eamplifier × k ×d2 (1) 

 

The energy for receiving a packet is: 
Ereceive (d) = Ecircuitry × k                                      (2 ) 

 

V. PERFORMANCE METRICS  

 

Keeping in mind the end goal to assess the execution of our 

CCM directing calcu lation, we built up a reproduction 

framework utilizing the apparatus SWANS (versatile remote 

impromptu system test system). In the reproduction 

framework, we tried two gatherings of sensor systems, 100 

sensor hubs disseminated in various sizes of 50m×50m 

furthermore, 100m×100m matrices like in Fig. 1, separately. 

The size of every parcel was set to 2 k bits. The ideal 

opportunity for transmitting such a bundle is considered as 1 

unit of deferral. An adequate number of rounds were led with 

the end goal that every hub in a chain functions as the chain 

head and group head in any event once. 
 

 
 

We utilize the measurements expended vitality × 

postponement to assess different steering calculat ions, which is 

proper for our objective application conditions, as portrayed in 

Section "Presentation". The normal vitality utilization per 

round can be assessed as: 
 

E =         
 

   
 

 

 
 

Figure.3. Performance comparison between CCM and 

Hybrid CCM 
 

VI. CONCLUS ION: 
 

We have conferred a mixed chain-cluster primarily based 

routing algorithmic ru le CCM for information gathering. It 

organizes the sensing element network as a collection of 

horizontal chains and a vertical cluster and routes informat ion 

in 2 phases. Within the initial section, sensor nodes in each 

chain send information to the chain head, using chain based 

routing. Within the second section, all the chain heads type a 

cluster and send the info, that are fused from their own chains, 

to a voted cluster head. Finally, the cluster head further fuses 

data and transmits them to the remote sink. The experiments 

show that our algorithmic ru le CCM is way higher than 

LEACH and PEGASIS in terms of energy × delay metrics. In  

this we have allotted sleep time to each and every sensor node 

and data has been used successfully. As a part of our future 

work, we are about to investigate however to optimize the 

procedure of cluster head voting by incorporating each of the 

priorities and therefore the residual energy into cluster head 

selection to further improve the performance of our routing 

algorithm program. 
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